
 

Rationale for incorporating a Google+ page into the client’s online marketing:  Kossine 

is a computer coaching institute located in the suburbs of Mumbai, India which specializes in 

teaching C, JAVA, App Development and other professional courses. Kossine currently 

markets its services online through its website and social media. Its social media presence is 

primarily on Facebook, where the company page has 1,143 likes. Kossine’s presence on 

Twitter is substandard, with the account having only 12 followers. Being a local business, the 

organization does not have an extensive online marketing strategy in existence as yet. 

However, they have recently restructured their business to cater to a more diversified 

audience. They are looking at experimenting with social media in much greater depth to 

reach this diversified audience since most of it lies in the age group of 14-25 and are very 

digitally active. Along with their existence on Facebook, we have identified Google+ as an 

ideal platform for Kossine to market its services owing to its unique features like: (1) 

Hangouts to connect with its audience in a manner that is both educational and engaging (2) 

Circles to segment its audience (3) Communities to connect passionate techies (4) Hashtags 

to organize doubts of students (#Kossinedoubt) and answer them. 

Proposed integration into the client’s online marketing: A G+ link will be integrated 

within the homepage of the company’s website as shown in the image below. “Avail 

Scholarships” displayed on the G+ button will incentivize site visitors to follow Kossine on 

G+. News of the organization’s active G+ page will be announced on Facebook and Twitter, 

with links provided for the same. Announcements and glimpse of each of the activities 

(quizzes, competitions and hangout sessions) to be held will be simultaneously posted on 

Facebook in order to drive traffic to G+ Page. Notifications will be 

sent to the existing customers through e-mail and a few offline 

announcements will be made in the first week. Since the G+ 

campaign will be carried out in concurrence with the AdWords 

campaign, a redirection to the G+ Page from the website will 

ameliorate customer engagement through interactive activities. A 

few Ad Copies will have a site-link to the G+ Page. As Kossine has 

expanded its ambit to a more diversified audience, our campaign aligns with their marketing 

strategy to create a wider clientele and boost brand awareness. The G+ campaign will also 

serve as a portal for Kossine’s existing offline customer base to step into its social media 

network. This will enable Kossine to reinforce customer relationships and ensure customer 

loyalty through the unexplored yet promising platform of Google +. 



 

Proposed tactics for achieving the above: A Quiz based on computer programming will be 

conducted throughout the campaign to enrich customer experience and improve engagement. 

A handful of Competitions will be organized and scholarships will be awarded to the 

winners. An Event will be created for each competition. This will incentivize both existing 

and new customers to be involved in Kossine’s activities and check G+ for regular updates. 

Current students will also be encouraged to take part in the competitions organized on the G+ 

page, which might attract the attention of their peers via the ripple effect, thus widening the 

customer base for Kossine and complementing Kossine to reach its target audience. G+ 

features like the +1 button on posts and surveys (using Polls feature) will be conducted to 

ascertain customer’s interests using which multiple Circles shall be made. Information 

regarding upcoming courses (with a link to the website) along with facts and tips which 

might evoke the follower’s interests shall be posted in the specific circles. Polls shall provide 

valuable research insights into consumer trends and expectations which will aid design of 

future course offerings and supplement Kossine in its endeavor to become customer-centric. 

A Community for Code-Start (A brand new programming course for school students 

initiated by Kossine) will be created wherein pictures and videos of classroom activity will be 

posted and photo-tagging will be extensively used. This will showcase the innovative 

teaching style of Kossine and will create positive course awareness. Another Community 

“TechNewz” will inform members about technological developments. A Hangout will be 

held every week featuring the professors and the alumni of Kossine. The hangouts will 

emphasize on the trending topics of start-ups, software skills in demand and career 

counseling. A brief introduction of the courses offered by Kossine by the professors through 

hangouts will stimulate interest and increase subsequent course enrollments. A Collection 

will exhibit photographs of class premises and professors.  

Proposed success metrics for achieving the above: This will be ascertained by: (1) Number 

of followers acquired (2) Number of +1’s, comments, re-shares (Avg. of 5,3,2 respectively) 

(3) Response on the polls and surveys (4) Number of views generated by Hangouts on 

YouTube. The company’s Facebook page currently has 1,143 likes. We aim to get at least 7% 

of 1,143(i.e. 80) followers to follow the G+ Page which currently has no followers. A part of 

the success of G+ campaign and increase in course enrollments may be ascribed to the 

exclusive course-details posts, course-insight Hangouts and AdWords campaign. 

Proposed maintenance plan: As the G+ page is currently dormant and there is no content 

created yet, the first few days shall be dedicated to setting up the account, uploading a profile 



 

picture, creating circles depending on interests of followers, creating a community etc. 

Thereafter, regular posts about upcoming courses, topics of interest and quiz questions shall 

ensue. The page shall be regularly updated during the campaign period. The majority of the 

content (61%) will be dedicated to quizzes and contest questions, 15% will publicize wide 

range of courses offered, 12% of the posts will showcase the latest developments in tech 

industry and the rest 12% will be posts related to Hangouts to be conducted. According to 

Facebook Page Insights users are more active in the time range of 18:00 to 00:00 (IST).Thus, 

most of the posts will be uploaded during this time period. The following table elaborates the 

proposed maintenance plan. 

 
WEEK 
 

 
TASK 

 
CONTENT 

 
TARGET 

 
 
1 

-Set up account 
-Redirect FB followers 
-Provide general 
information 
-Create Community 
“TechNewz” 
-Conduct practice 
competition 
-1st Hangout 
-Begin quiz 
-Survey (Poll) 

-Upload profile picture 
-Post G+ page link on FB  
-Post vision and brief details of the 
courses offered. 
-Post about 1st Hangout. 
-Organize practice competition. 
-Post recent technological 
developments in the Community 
“TechNewz” 
-Conduct survey to help segment 
users based on interests. 

Posts=15 
New 
followers=20 
Avg. 
comments=2 
Avg. +1’s =4 
Avg.  
re-shares =1 

 
 
2 

-Continue with quiz 
-Publicize Code-Start  
-Create second 
community ‘Code-
Start’ 
-2nd Hangout 
-“TechNewz” posts 
-Announce Scholarship 
contest 
-Create Circles based 
on courses offered. 
-Create Collection 

-Quiz questions based on computer 
programming. 
-Post to publicize Code-Start. 
-Regular update on Code-Start 
community showcasing activities in 
class. 
-Post about 2nd Hangout. 
-Publicize scholarship contest to be 
held the week after. 
-Update Circles with relevant posts 
-Update the Collection with 
interesting pictures and videos. 

Posts=15 
New  
followers=15 
Avg. 
comments=3 
Avg. +1’s =5 
Avg.  
re-shares =2 

 
 
3 

-Encourage course 
enrollments. 
-Continue with quiz 
-Continued posts on 
both Communities 
-3rd Hangout 
-Conduct Scholarship 
competition. 
-Polls 

-Posts on course details 
-Post on rules of competition. 
-Update posts on Code-Start 
-Conduct scholarship competition 
over 2-3 hours. 
-Post about 3rd Hangout 
-Post quiz questions daily 
-Post on upcoming competition 
-Conduct surveys to understand  
customer needs and expectations 

Posts=16 
New  
followers=20 
Avg. 
comments=2 
Avg. +1’s =6 
Avg. 
 re-shares =1 



 

 
4 

-Publicize Kossine 
courses 
- Scholarship 
Competition 
-4th Hangout 
-Continued quiz 
questioning 
-Posts on “TechNewz” 
-Encourage doubts 
 

-Post about Kossine 
-Code-Start posts 
-Post about 4th Hangout 
-Conduct and post result of 
competition. 
-Ask students to post doubts which 
can be answered by respective 
professors 
-Continue posting recent 
developments on “TechNewz” 
 

Posts=16 
New  
followers=15 
Avg. 
comments=2 
Avg. +1’s =5 
Avg.  
re-shares =2 

 
 
5 

-Encourage Code Start 
& Course Enrollments 
-5th Hangout 
-Continue quiz  
-Take feedback about 
various activities on G+ 
-Continue posting in 
“TechNewz” 
-Examination posts 

 

-Post regarding course particularities 
-Code-Start updates 
-Good luck post for engineering 
exams 
-Post on tips for examination 
-Post about 5th Hangout 
-Poll on user reaction of quiz, 
competition and hangouts 
conducted. 
 

 
Posts=12 
New  
followers=10 
Avg. 
comments=2 
Avg. +1’s =5 
Avg.  
re-shares =2 
 

#Hangouts will be conducted on Introduction to Kossine, Career Counselling, Course 

Insights and Tech-Startups depending upon professor availability. 

#The competition will be a “virtual treasure-hunt” based on programming which will use 

the concept of hashtags in G+.  

 

Proposed Return on Investment: The efficacious game plan for our campaign is to 

understand the effectiveness of G+ in marketing a legacy “offline educational business” 

online and strengthening its connection with its customers. Currently, Kossine’s G+ page is 

inoperative and hence has no followers. In order to seek students’ attention, we will have to 

develop useful content along with appealing headlines, which may take around 1 hour to 

prepare. We will have to consign around 6 hours per week to formulate appropriate questions 

for the quizzes and competitions and we would be active during the 3-hour competition to 

solve any doubts. Each Hangout would proceed for an average of ½ an hour to 1 hour on air, 

while its composition would take around 2 hours. Thus, the total time invested on this G+ 

campaign shall amount to approximately 92 hours. In formulating quiz questions, we will 

gain additional knowledge on a variety of computer science related subjects.  By conducting 

this campaign, we will gain practical knowledge of running a social media marketing 

campaign in a strategic, systematic manner while achieving the organizational objectives via 

use of G+.  


